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THE DE8TBUCTION OF CEBVEBA'8 FLEET. fined to foggy weather and dark nights. Yet we can-

Before the opening of the present war the world was not but feel that with their great speed something 
a�king whether the destructiveness of our weapons of might have been done, even on this bright Sunday 
naval warfare was as great as theoretically it could be morning. As it is they have proved the easiest kind of 
proved to be. The question has already been answered prey for ships which have only recently and hastily 
in two hemispheres. At Manila a fleet of nine cruise,s, been converted fl'om uses of pleasnre and commerce 
fighting beneath the shelter of friendly fortifications, to those of war. 
was annihilated in the course of a single morning ; at We spoke last week of the undying value of the per
Santiago de Cuba as fine a squadron a� ever �ailed the sonal equation in model'll warfal'e. Santiago adds its 
�ea�, comprising four swift armored cruisers and two eloquent testimony to the trnth that to-day, as of old, 
of the large�t and most powerful tOl'pedo boat de- it b the" man behind the gun " that wins the fight, 
stroyers in the world, was wiped out of existence in • '.' • 
less than sixty minutes. OUB ABMY AT SANTIAGO, 

It is remarkable that in both cases the beaten fleet The mnk and file of the American army has again 
was overwhelmed by the same element of a ship's demonstrated its ability to fight its way to success 
offensive powers-the gun. In neithel' case was there tl,lrough and in spite of difficulties that might well have 
any call for the services of the ram or the torpedo. dismayed a veteran arm)". In estimating the wark 

The wal' between China and Japan gave us an ink-

I 
done by our lUen in the fighting of Friday and Satur

ling of the importance of the gun in modern naval war- day, July 1 and 2, we must remember that they were 
fare. lIianila and Santiago have established it as par not only attacking seasoned troops entrenched in 
excellence the deciding factor (always supposing, of strongly fortified positions, but the attack was made 
cour�e, that it is well handled) of the sea fight nnder a tropical sun and in a climate which is known 
of the futuI'e. Had it not been for the accuracy, to be one of the most tl'ying in the world. The difficult 
heavy caliber and great carrying power of our nature of the country prevented the bringing up of 
guns, the speedy ships of Admiral Cen'era's fleet would supplies fast enough to provide the troops with full ra
now be anchOl'ed in Havana Harbol" and our whole tions, and the execrable condition of the I'oads ren
plan of campaign, both naval and Illilitary, would have dered it impossible to bring to the front sufficient artil
been upset. As it is, thanks to the splendid marksman· lery to cover the advance of our attacking columns. 
ship of our mell, we wel'e able to" wing " the flying In view of the frightful cost in killed and wounded 
crui�ers, close in with them, and complete their inevi- at which the heights were stormed and taken, much of 
table destruction. it due to the shmpnel which was used with deadly 

Just why Cervera elected to run the gauntlet of our effect by the Spanish artillery, it will be asked why 
fleet is a matter of speculation. Either he foresaw the the attack was not deferred until we had time to bring 
speedy fall of Santiago and feared to be caught be· up an adequate number of guns to silence the .enemy's 
tween t·he guns of army and navy. or, as is reported, he batteries and pl'operly cover the advance of our men. 
acted under the instructions of General Blanco to make It is probable that the deadly nature of the climate, 
a dash fOl' Havana Harbor. There was much to be i and the desire to attack befol'e our ranks had been 
gained by such a move if it could be successfully car- thinned by sickness, had Illuch to do with the precipi
ried out. Once out of Santiago, Cervera's fleet would tancy with which our troops were rushed against the 
have constituted a serious menace to our comllJuni- Spanish entrenchments. 
cations, and its escape would have removed the osten- But without entering into criticisms which must at 
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publisbers in c .. se of would have been transferred to Havana, where the displayed alike by our regulal' and volunteer regi
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strength of the Spanish army is gathered, and the ments. 'fhe taking of EI Caney and the storming of 
system of defense is by this tillle enormously strong. San Juan heights have shown that the combined dash 

Whatever the cause, the fact remains that, after tak- and steadiness which were conspicuous on both sides 
ing on as full supplies as were obtainable, the fleet in the great Civil 'Val' may still be counted on to win 
moved at full speed out of the harbor. and attempted the country's battles when we are called on reluctantly 
to break through the blockading fleet by steaming to take up the sword. 
along the coast to the westward. Its chances of escape It was a soldier's fight, in which the gallant leadership 
were Il,"ood, all things considered. The four cruisel's, of the officer� met a noble response from the men ; and 
;'Christobal Colon," "Tel'esa," "Oqueudo," and "Vb· the heroism of those two days is witnessed by the 
caya," were all of 20 knots speed, the last, indeed. hav- endless stream of dead and wounded that moved 
ing made 21 knots on her trial, and the destroyers, slowly to the rear during the long hours of that 

"Furor" and" Pluton," were supposed to be good for memorable struggle. 
28 and 30 knots. Against them were the "Iowa," 17'1 • ' . '  • 
knots;" Oregon," 16'8 knots ; "Texas," 17'8 knots; and THE LOSS OF THE "BOUBGOGNE." 
the "Brooklyn," 21'9 knots, together with a couple of I Our readers are already familial' with the harrowing 
converted yachts of 16 or 17 knots speed. Our ships details of the loss uf the" Bourgogne, ,

. 
with 560 lives, in 

s o  tOr A 0 S I t  were lying some 2% miles frOID the entrance, anti, as the North Atlantic. 'Ve have no intention of entering 
clen I IC merlcan u pp ernen the Spanish ships turned sharply to the west and hug· into a discussion of hel' general features of the disaster 
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the "Iowa," the whole fleet of six ships had been It was the longitudinal bulkhead that caused the 
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driven in a sinking condition upon the coast. British battleship" Victoria" to capsize aftf>r she was 
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